CHAPTER 7
The Apparent Diurnal Motions

1 HE immediately observed aspect of the celestial sphere is distinguished by
its characteristic dependence on geographic location and its rapid variation
due to the diurnal motions of the celestial bodies. At any instant, the
geometric directions of the bodies from the center of the Earth, and the
angular displacements from these directions caused by aberration, parallax,
and refraction determine the directly observed positions on the celestial sphere.
The coordinates of these positions, in terms of which the local aspect of the
sphere is represented by means of the relations in Chapter 3, depend upon
the positions of the reference circles on the sphere at the time. The reference
circles are not displaced by parallax, and are independent of aberration and
refraction; but the equator and the ecliptic slowly vary their positions on the
sphere because of precession and nutation, while the circles of the horizon
system are in rapid motion because of the rotation of the Earth.
The apparent motions of the celestial bodies are principally due to the
apparent diurnal rotation of the celestial sphere. In the case of the Sun,
Moon, and planets, however, an appreciable part of the apparent motion is
the result of the actual motion of the body in space relative to the Earth.
Furthermore, the observed diurnal motions are affected by the variations
which take place in the departure of the apparent position from the geometric
position during the diurnal circuit. The apparent diurnal motions of the
celestial bodies are each the resultant of (a) the apparent geometric rotation
of the celestial sphere, (b) whatever proper motion on the sphere the individual
body may have, and (c) the continually changing apparent displacement due
to atmospheric refraction, diurnal aberration, and in the case of nearby
objects, especially the Moon, geocentric parallax because of the changing
position of the observer in space during the rotational circuit.

The Rotation of the Celestial Sphere
In the geometric rotation of the celestial sphere, the apparent diurnal path
of any point fixed on the sphere is an exact circle in a plane perpendicular to
the axis. Outside the circle of perpetual apparition, the diurnal motion
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across the sky from rising to setting is always from east to west, since these
cardinal directions are defined by the direction of the diurnal motion.
The common center of the diurnal circles is at the elevated celestial pole;
and the directions to the pole and to the highest point of the diurnal circle,
which are opposite each other, define the meridian or north-south direction.
The north celestial pole is the pole around which the apparent diurnal
rotation as observed from the surface of the Earth is counterclockwise;
viewed from above the celestial sphere, it would therefore be clockwise, and
the rotation of the Earth viewed from above the north pole would be counterclockwise. In the lands where the terms were first introduced, north is the
direction to the elevated pole; but in the southern hemisphere of the Earth,
the direction to the elevated pole is south. Facing away from the elevated
pole, the diurnal motions from rising to setting in the northern hemisphere of
the Earth are from left to right, but in the southern hemisphere they are from
right to left. East is always 90° to the left of south ; and west, 90° to the left
of north.
In the northern hemisphere, the diurnal motion of the Sun is clockwise,
but in the southern hemisphere it is counterclockwise; the terms backing and
veering as applied to winds become ambiguous in the southern hemisphere,
as their meanings are reversed if referred to the motion of the Sun. The
appearance of the crescent Moon in the southern hemisphere is the reverse of
the appearance in the northern hemisphere. In the southern hemisphere
the Moon is seen in the northern sky, with east on the right and west on the
left; before first quarter, the crescent is convex toward the west, i.e., toward
the left in the southern hemisphere, but toward the right in the northern
hemisphere. In the field of view of an astronomical telescope in the northern
hemisphere, west is toward the left and south toward the top; but in the
southern hemisphere, west is to the right and north toward the top, a fact
often overlooked in the captions to published photographs and diagrams
that show telescopic views. Equatorial telescopes sent to the southern
hemisphere from manufacturers in the northern hemisphere have sometimes
had right ascension circles graduated in the wrong direction.
The terms east and west, which originated in characterizing the diurnal
motions of the celestial bodies, are primarily applicable only to direction on
the celestial sphere or over the surface of the Earth ; however, the terminology is commonly extended to describe motions in space and directions on the
surfaces of other bodies. The diurnal motion of the celestial sphere is usually
described as an apparent rotation from east to west, and the Earth is said to
rotate from west to east. The orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun
and with comparatively few exceptions the rotations and orbital revolutions
of the other bodies in the solar system are in the same direction, commonly
expressed by stating that these motions are from west to east. However, this
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terminology largely loses its meaning in space, and descriptions in terms of
clockwise or counterclockwise motions as viewed from a specified side of a
reference plane are more unambiguous and satisfactory. Visualizing a
rotating body in space viewed from the Earth, it may be seen that when
the rotation is counterclockwise as viewed from north of the plane of the
ecliptic, the motion of the surface markings on the disk as seen against the
celestial sphere is from the east limb toward the west limb; and that a
direction westward over the surface of the body is eastward in the sky as
seen from the Earth.
The Diurnal Circles

Between the circles of perpetual apparition and perpetual occultation, the
angle ψ < 90° at which a diurnal circle intersects the horizon is given by
±sin φ
—,
cos ô
in which the upper sign is for φ > 0°, the lower for φ < 0°. Beyond the
circles of perpetual apparition and perpetual occultation, this equation has
no solution for ψ, since the right-hand member becomes greater than unity.
On the celestial equator, ψ = 90° =F ΨThe altitude and azimuth at any point of the diurnal circle may be obtained
from the coordinates which represent the position on the rotating sphere and
the geographic coordinates of the observer by the transformation formulas
in Chapter 3 or from tables or graphs constructed from these formulas.
Special tables and graphs have been published for some specific bodies,
particularly the Sun.
Several important special cases of the relations among the coordinate
systems occur in the geometry of the diurnal motion, particularly at the
points on the diurnal circle where rising and setting, culmination, prime
vertical transit, and greatest elongation are reached.
At geometrical rising or setting, z = 90°; consequently, by (26),
cos h = —tan <p tan ô,
and therefore
cos ψ =

2

tan2£/i =

1 — COS h

COS(ç? — Ô)

1 + cos h

cos(<p + ô)

(89)

2 cos £/i = sec φ sec d cos(<p + à).
2

The azimuth from the north point through east is given by (28),
A

cos A =

1

^S i l

COS φ

;

Χ

(90)

/ΛΛ
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and the amplitude a, reckoned southward from the east or the west point, by
Bill M

COS φ

For a point on the ecliptic, the amplitude is the arc s of the horizon intercepted between the ecliptic and the equator given by Eqs. (32).
The hour angle h at rising or setting is equal to the length of the arc of the
diurnal circle from meridian to horizon, known as the semidiurnal arc. For a
fixed point of the celestial sphere, it is the sidereal time interval between
culmination and rising or setting. The equation for cos h at rising or setting
has no solution when à > 90° — φ or ô < φ — 90°, and only one solution
when ô = ±(90° — φ); otherwise there are two solutions, one for rising and
one for setting.
The semidiurnal arc of any point on the celestial equator is 6h at every
latitude excepting ±90°. The location of the horizon on the celestial sphere
at any instant may therefore be obtained by determining the right ascension
a0 of the point of the equator which is at east hour angle 6h and therefore
rising at the instant, and constructing a great circle through this point and
the two points at right ascensions α0 ± 6h and in the northern hemisphere
declinations ±(90° — φ), in the southern hemisphere ±(90° + φ). As
many other points as desired may be determined by calculating ô for a series
of values of A, or h for a series of values of ô, from the relation cos A =
—tan 9? tan ό; the azimuths of these points may be found from sin A =
sin A cos ô. On a chart, the circle may be plotted from the calculated points
or constructed graphically from the properties of the projection.
The complete surface of the celestial sphere contains very nearly 41,253
square degrees; the fraction of the sphere that is visible at latitude φ is
F = 4(1 + cos φ).
In the course of each diurnal circuit, a celestial body twice crosses the
celestial meridian; according to the aspect of the sphere, both meridian
transits may occur above the horizon, both below, or one above and the
other below. The meridian passage at which the altitude (reckoned negative
below the horizon) is algebraically the greater is called the upper transit;
the other is called the lower transit. A circumpolar star is above the horizon
at both transits, the lower transit being designated sub polo (S.P.) or below
pole; a star within the circle of perpetual occultation is below the horizon
at both transits.
Substituting the identity cos A = 1 — 2 sin2JA in the relation cos z =
sin φ sin ô + cos φ cos à cos A gives
cos z = cos(<p — ô) — 2 cos φ cos ô sin2JA.
This form of the relation shows that the altitudes at equal hour angles on
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either side of the meridian are equal. The second term is always negative;
consequently, cos z is a maximum at A = 0, hence z a minimum and the
altitude a maximum. In all aspects of the sphere, therefore, the hour angle
at upper transit is 0 h ; but since this value of A gives cos z = cos(<p — δ), the
value of z is either φ — δ or δ — φ, according to circumstances.
In terms of the hour angle A' reckoned westward from the arc of the
meridian below the pole, A = 180° + A', and
cos z = cos[180° ± (φ + δ)] + 2 cos φ cos δ sin2£A';
the second term on the right is always positive, and therefore the minimum
value of cos z is at A' = 0 or A = 12h, when z is a maximum. In all aspects
of the sphere, therefore, the hour angle A at lower transit is 12h; but
z = ±[180° ± (φ + $)], according to circumstances.
Since south terrestrial latitudes are reckoned negative, the latitude is
always equal to the altitude, positive or negative, of the north celestial pole,
the elevation of one pole being always equal to the depression of the other.
At upper transit, therefore, the zenith distance is numerically always φ — δ;
and with z reckoned positive to the southward of the zenith, negative to the
northward, the relation
z = φ— δ
always holds algebraically at upper transit in either hemisphere.
When lower transit occurs above the horizon, z is numerically less than 90° ;
consequently, in the northern hemisphere, where <p and δ are both positive,
z = 180° - (φ + δ),
while in the southern hemisphere, where <p and δ are both negative,
z = 180° + (φ + δ).
The relations at upper meridian transit, when A = 0, are of fundamental
importance, since these relations z = φ — δ and τ = a, where r is the sidereal
time or hour angle of T, provide a convenient means of determining either
latitude or declination, and either time or right ascension, from observations
of zenith distance and clock time at the instant of meridian transit; and in
practice, positional observations are predominantly made, as far as possible,
at meridian transit, both in astronomical work and in the practical applications
to surveying and navigation.
The relation
φ= δ+ z
is algebraically valid in either the northern or the southern hemisphere, and
whether the body is above or below the horizon, provided (a) δ is measured
positively northward from the apex of the equator (i.e., from the intersection
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of the equator with the upper branch of the meridian) from —180° to +180°,
being reckoned over the pole for stars at lower culmination; and (b) z is
measured positively southward from the zenith, from —180° to +180°.
The relation between latitude, declination, and meridian altitude may also
be stated in general form by means of the relation φ = 90° — Hx + Dx, in
which Hx denotes any arc of the meridian measured from the south point,
positive above the horizon, from 0° to ± 180°, and Dx any arc of the meridian
measured from the intersection of the equator with the upper branch of the
meridian, positive northward, from 0° to ±180°. At upper transit, when the
body bears south, put Hx = observed altitude H0, and Dx = declination:
φ = 90° - i / o + <5;
when the body bears north, put Hx = 180° — H0. At lower transit, Dx =
180° — |<$|, and has the sign of the declination.
In practice, actual observations are likely to be made more or less before
or after the exact instant of meridian passage, either by design or because of
small errors in the adjustment of the instrument; and it is therefore necessary
to derive corrections for reducing circummeridian observations to the
meridian. The greatest accuracy is obtained by making several observations
on either side of the meridian, and taking the mean of the reduced values.
Denoting the meridian zenith distance by z0, and putting
y = 2 cos φ cos ô sin2J/z,
we have cos z = cos z0 — y, which defines z as a function of y.
MacLaurin's theorem,
z(y) = z0 + {dz\dy\y + \(d*zldy\y*

From

+ ·■ ·;

we therefore have, in seconds of arc,
__
Z — ZQ "T"

2 sin2^fo cos φ cos ô

2 cot z0 sin4^/z/cos φ cos Ô
—

1

+

sin I" sin z0
sin 1"
\ sin z0
When the purpose is to determine the latitude, a provisional value of <p from
the observation nearest meridian transit is sufficient for the evaluation of the
terms on the right.
Tables have been constructed for facilitating reductions by this formula.
Graphical methods may also be used; e.g., the observations may be plotted
with time as abscissa and altitude as ordinate, and by measuring n — 2
equally spaced ordinates of the smooth curve drawn through n observed
points the meridian altitude may be found from
n-2
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since the curve is a parabola and its area, which is equal to the product of the
base by the mean ordinate, is two-thirds of the product of the base by the
maximum ordinate.
At the two points in the diurnal circuit of a circumpolar star where the star
is farthest east or west of the pole in azimuth, it is said to be at east or west
elongation. At each of the points of elongation, the diurnal circle is tangent
to a vertical circle; the hour circle is therefore then perpendicular to the
vertical circle, q = 90°, and by Eqs. (27), (29), (26), respectively, omitting
double signs,
,
tan <p
coso
sin φ
cos h =
,
sin A =
,
cos z =
.
(91)
tan ô
cos <p
sin δ
The quadrants of h and A in any case will be evident from whether the
elongation is east or west of the meridian.
On the prime vertical, where necessarily ö < φ, by (26) and (29),
,
tan ô
sin δ
cos φ
,...
cos h =
,
cos z =
,
sin q =
.
(92)
tan φ
sin φ
cos δ
When δ and φ are nearly equal, more accurate results may be obtained by
squaring each of (91), subtracting unity from both members, putting
k = {sin(<5 + <p) sin(<5 - <p)}ll\
and writing for elongation
k
sin h = cos φ sin ô ,

k
cos A = cos φ ,

k
sin z = sin δ

Similarly, on the prime vertical,
V = {sin(<p + δ) sin(<p - 0)}V«,
k'
sin h = sin <p cos δ,

k!
sin z = —sin <p
,

k'
cos q = cos δ

Multiplying the first of (92) by the equation for the cosine of the hour
angle h' at setting gives a relation
cos h cos h' + tan2<5 = 0
from which the interval between prime vertical passage and setting may be
found from either h or h'.
When δ > <p, the body cannot cross the prime vertical, since cos h then
exceeds unity; meridian transit occurs between the zenith and the pole, and
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the azimuth oscillates about the meridian to an amount arcsin{cos à sec φ}
on either side. When ô < 0, then cos A < 0, and prime vertical transit occurs
below the horizon.
From (27),
tan φ cos ô = cot q sin A + sin ô cos A;
differentiating with φ and ό constant,
(cot q cos A — sin δ sin A) ΔΑ = 0,
whence the parallactic angle is a maximum when
cot q = sin ô tan A ;
i.e., when cos A = 0 and the star is therefore on the prime vertical.
The Rates of Motion

Differentiating (26) with respect to A, and solving for dz and dA, gives for
the rates of change of the zenith distance z, and the azimuth A from north
through east, in the geometric rotation of the celestial sphere,
dz
. Adh
— = — cos φ sin A —
dt
dt
= ± cos o sin q — ,
dt
(93)
dA
dh
sin z — = V(sin ψw sin z — cosΨφ cos z cos A) —
dt
dt
dn
&
= ± cos à cosq — ,
dt
in which q is the parallactic angle, and the value of dh/dt depends upon the
measure of time that is used; the signs are to be taken that make dzldt
positive west of the meridian, and dA/dt always positive in the northern
hemisphere.
At meridian transit, where A is 180° or 0°, and the altitude is a maximum
or a minimum, the direction of the diurnal motion is along an almucantar,
and dz/dt vanishes. At greatest elongation, where q = 0° and the azimuth
is a maximum or a minimum, the motion is in a vertical circle, and dA/dt
vanishes. On the prime vertical, and on the horizon, dA/dt = sin φ (dh/dt);
on the prime vertical the rate of change in altitude is a maximum.
The vanishing of the rate of change of altitude on the meridian and of the
rate of change of azimuth of a circumpolar star at its elongations give two
methods of determining the meridian by observation.
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A variation of the hour angle (for fixed values of φ and ô) produces in the
parallactic angle q a variation
àq = ± cos φ cosec z cos A ΔΑ.
The parallactic angle is the angle between the vertical circle and the hour
circle, and is therefore the angle which the direction of the diurnal motion
makes with the horizon; i.e., the angle at which the diurnal circle intersects
the almucantar, since the almucantar is perpendicular to the vertical circle,
and the diurnal circle is perpendicular to the hour circle. From (93),
d z

tan q = _L_
±

sin z dA

The rate of motion along the diurnal circle is
s àh
.A
= cos o — ,
(94)
dt
sin q dt
which is directly evident from the fact that the length of an arc ds of the diurnal
circle is cos ô dh.
From the first of (93), the rate of change of hour angle with zenith distance
is
dz

dh

—- = — sec φ cosec A
dz
= (dh\dt){dt\dz\
from which may be obtained a further relation for determining the length of
time required for a small change in zenith distance:

where

dt
sec φ cosec A
d~z=
Ihfdt
'
dhjdt = 3609s.856473
= 15'.0410686

(95)
per mean solar hour

per minute,

positive west of the meridian, negative east of the meridian.
In the case of the Sun, the motion in hour angle includes the eastward
motion over the rotating celestial sphere and is at a rate which does not vary
greatly from its mean value of exactly 3600s per mean solar hour; with
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sufficient accuracy, therefore,
(Ai)m = h sec φ cosec Α(Δζ)'.
From the value of this expression at the horizon, corrections to the time of
sunrise or sunset may be determined for dip or irregularities of the visible
horizon, or variations in the refraction at the horizon.* At z = 90°,
sec φ cosec A = (cos2<5 — sin2^)_1/2 = (cos2ç? — sin2(5)~1/2, by (90).
For the Moon, with the average value dhjdt = 0°.2415347 per mean solar
_ sin2<5)-i/2(Az)°.
minute,
( A / ) m = 4Λ4(μο$2φ
The Apparent Diurnal Path
Because of the continually varying displacements of the apparent positions
of the celestial bodies from their geometric projections on the celestial sphere,
their actual apparent diurnal paths depart by varying amounts from the
diurnal circles that are described by their geometric positions during the
rotation of the sphere.
In particular, the normal variation of atmospheric refraction with hour
angle produces a regular systematic inequality in the apparent diurnal
motion of every celestial body, in addition to the irregular transitory fluctuations of position due to atmospheric disturbances. This effect may be of
relatively large magnitude, and is of great importance in long-exposure
photography, especially at large hour angles.
Likewise, geocentric parallax systematically deforms the diurnal path, and
for the Moon this effect is very large. Furthermore, different celestial bodies
are affected unequally; and, e.g., the actual form of the diurnal path of the
Moon relative to the horizon is quite different from that for the stars, so that
the apparent motion of the Moon among the stars during the diurnal circuit
is not entirely due to the proper motion of the Moon over the celestial sphere.
The apparent diurnal motions are also affected by the diurnal aberration;
but the annual aberration is independent of the rotational motion of the
observer, and has no effect on the apparent position of a celestial body in its
diurnal circuit—only the apparent position on the rotating sphere itself is
affected, in the same way at every point of the diurnal path. Likewise,
planetary aberration has no effect on the apparent diurnal motions; the
apparent diurnal motion of the Sun, e.g., is due to the rotation of the Earth,
not to an actual motion of the Sun, and consequently the apparent position
of the Sun on the rotating celestial sphere actually transits the meridian at the
instant when the Sun is seen on the meridian.
* For example, see Table V in the "Tables of Sunrise, Sunset, and Twilight" published
as a supplement to the American Ephemeris for 1946.
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Effects of Refraction on the Apparent Diurnal Motions
Since a celestial body is observed in a position which is at a greater altitude
than its geometric position on the celestial sphere, a star appears on the
horizon when geometrically it is vertically below the horizon by the amount
R0 of the refraction at the horizon. Celestial bodies consequently rise before,
and set after, the times at which their actual positions on the sphere cross the
horizon in the diurnal rotation; and their apparent paths across the sky
from rising to setting differ from the diurnal circles described in the geometric
rotation of the sphere.
The amount by which rising is accelerated by refraction, and setting
retarded, is the time equivalent of the difference in hour angle between two
geometric positions on the celestial sphere which are at altitudes that differ
by R09 and one of which is on the horizon. From (95), with sin A =
cos δ sin A0,
*» .
,
cos φ cos o sin h0

dh

(96)

where A0 is the hour angle at rising or setting. The value usually adopted
for normal horizontal refraction is R0 = 34' = 136s.
The rising and setting points are displaced toward the north in the northern
hemisphere, toward the south in the southern hemisphere, by the amount
given by differentiating the first of (28) with respect to z, and putting z = 90°,
tan w
dA=—?R0.
sin A

(97)

Because of the variation in the refraction along the diurnal path, the
apparent rate of motion in hour angle differs from the rate of the geometric
rotation of the celestial sphere. Putting h = (τ — α) + ΔΑ, where ΔΑ
denotes the amount by which refraction causes the observed hour angle to
differ from the geometric value τ — a, we have

4h = i + d(M)
dr

dr

in which, from the expression (56) for refraction in right ascension with only
the first term of the formula for refraction in zenith distance,
ΔΛ = ±(/c tan z) sec ô sin q
_

• u
cos φ
sin h
cos ô sin φ sin δ +. cos φ cos ô cos h

98

(>
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where q is the parallactic angle and k the constant of refraction. Therefore,
except very near the horizon,
rf(AA) __
dr

cos φ cos φ cos à + sin φ sin à cos A
cos δ [sin 9? sin ό + cos 9? cos ô cos ft]

Putting sin φ = cos m and cos 9? cos A = sin m gives
</A/rfr = 1 — \k sin 2w{tan δ + cot 9p sec A} cosec2((5 + m),
where
tan m = cot φ cos A;
i.e., refraction decreases the rate of change of hour angle by the amount of
the second term on the right. With k = 60".3, the numerical value of the
coefficient is £ x 60.3 sin 1" x 3600 x 1.003 = 08.54/hr. For an equatorial
star, the decrease in rate is about 26s sec2A per day, which is important even
near the meridian.
By (98), since sin A is positive or negative according as A ^ 12h, the
numerical value of the hour angle reckoned eastward and westward from the
meridian up to 180° is always diminished by refraction, the amount of the
decrease vanishing on the meridian. Within an interval on either side of
upper culmination, the rate of motion is decreased by refraction; as culmination is approached, the amount by which the apparent position is in advance
of the geometric position in the diurnal circuit continually decreases, and after
upper culmination the apparent position falls increasingly behind the geometric position. At lower culmination, the reverse takes place.
The effects of refraction produce an appreciable curvature of the diurnal
path near the horizon.
Similarly, denoting by Δδ the amount by which refraction alters the
geometric declination δθ9 and putting
δ = δ0 + Δδ
= δ0 — cos q Δζ
= δ0 + (fc tan z) cos q
. cos δ sin φ — sin δ cos φ cos h
s
= d0 + k -—
,
sin δ sin φ + cos δ cos <p cos h
we have for the apparent variation of the declination caused by refraction
during the diurnal circuit
άδ _
dr

sin φ cos <p sin h
[sin δ sin φ + cos δ cos φ cos h]

= +k cot φ sin h cosec2(<$ + m) cos2m;

(99)
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with k = 60".3, the coefficient is
60.3 sin 1" x 15 x 3600 x 1.003 = 16".3/hr.
In the northern hemisphere, where cot φ is positive, the declination apparently
increases west of the meridian and decreases east of the meridian.
Refraction does not affect the position of the celestial pole; but at the
position of the pole, the amount of refraction to the first order is k cot φ,
and the point on the celestial sphere at this distance above the pole may be
regarded as the apparent pole P'. Referred to P\ the hour angle A' of the
apparent position may be obtained from the differential relation for the
astronomical triangle,
i/
i
Λ
·ΐχ
„ , Λ sin ft cos <p
ft — ft = Δ<ρ sin ft tan à + Δζ
sin z cos δ
by putting Δφ = +k cot <p9 Δζ = —k tan z, which gives, for φ > 0,
ft' — ft = +fc!cot φ tan δ
—1 sin ft
l
cos z cos Ô)
= — k sin ft cot φ tan z cosg.

Then
d(h' di

ft)
/
= +k cot φ tan d
I

sin φ \
udh
I
— } cos ft —
df
cos z cos <5J
, cos φ sin z . , dz
— /c — r
sin ft —
cos z cos δ
dt
2
2
2
= —fc{cotφ cos ft tan z cos g + cos <p sin ft sec z} —

At upper transit, A = 0, δ = <p — z, and
dh'
it* cot φ tan z)
Ϊ ^
(i
— = (1
—fc
—;

dt
dt
were the polar axis of an equatorial telescope adjusted to the apparent pole,
the telescope would follow a star near the meridian if the driving clock were
adjusted to this rate.
Effects of Geocentric Parallax on the Apparent Diurnal Motions

From the expressions (43) for the parallax in right ascension and declination, the variations of parallax with hour angle are
Δ(α — α') = H cos w cos A sec δ ΔΑ,
Δ(δ -δ') = Η cos φ sin A sin δ ΔΑ,

Π00Ϊ
y
J
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in which H is the horizontal parallax, and φ' the geocentric latitude; a is the
geocentric right ascension, and
(a - a') = (T - Λ) - (τ - A')
= -(A - A').
The displacement a — a' has the same sign as sin A; i.e., positive to the west
of the meridian, and negative to the east. Consequently, a' < a west of the
meridian, and a' > a to the east; but for the hour angle A, reckoned always
positive westward, the reverse is true—to the west of the meridian, hour
angles are increased by parallax, while to the east they are decreased, and in
both cases the angular distance from the meridian is numerically increased
—opposite to the effect of refraction.
Since H = (p/r) 8".80 sin 1", where p is in units of the equatorial radius of
the Earth, and ΔΑ = 36098.86 per hour of mean time, the variation of
parallax with hour angle is equivalent to variations of
8

P

3 .69 - cos φ' sec δ cos h per day in right ascension,
2".3 - cos φ sin δ sin h per hour in declination,
r
where the coefficient 3S.69 = 36098.86 x 24 x 8".80sin 1", and the coefficient
2".3 is the hourly equivalent.
Neglecting the flattening of the Earth, the parallax in declination, to the
first order, at latitude <p is
δ' — δ = — 7r[cos δ sin φ — sin δ cos φ cos A],
where δ is the geocentric declination. This expression represents an increment
Δό of the polar distance in the astronomical triangle (Fig. 26); it is
accompanied by an increment Δζ = +π sin z of the zenith
distance, but the azimuth remains unchanged. The zenith
distance 90° — φ of the pole P is also unchanged; however,
from the general differential relation
\-Δφ

s
Δζ

/ /

/y
S'/s

26. Astronoirlical triangle.
FIG

Δ<5 = —cos q Δζ + sin A cos φ ΔΑ
+ cos A Δφ,

<ρ > 0

where q is the parallactic angle, by substituting the parallax
displacements for Δζ and ΔΑ, which gives
Δόχ = — 7r[sin φ cos δ — cos <p sin δ cos A]
+ cos A Δφ = (ό' — δ) + cos A Δ^,
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and then putting Δφ = — π cos φ sin ô to eliminate the terms in A, a point
Ρλ at the constant distance π cos φ sin ô below the pole is defined, from which
the distance to all points on the diurnal path is the constant 90° — ô +
π sin φ cos ô. That is, to the order of accuracy of these expressions, the
displacement by parallax changes the diurnal path from a small circle of
radius 90° — ô centered at the pole to a small circle of radius 90° — ô +
77 sin φ cos ô centered at a point at a distance π cos φ sin ô below the pole.
Apparent Diurnal Motions of Moving Objects

To determine the apparent diurnal motion of a celestial body which has an
actual motion over the celestial sphere in addition to the apparent motion due
to the rotation of the sphere itself, an ephemeris of the body is required; and
in general a precise calculation of the phenomena (such as the times of rising
and setting, or of meridian transit) requires successive approximations, since
the coordinates must be known for the instant of time which it is the object
of the calculation to determine. For rapidly moving and nearby objects,
such as the Moon, the calculation of some phenomena becomes very complex.
The motion on the celestial sphere is represented by the derivatives of the
geocentric coordinates, da/dt and döjdt, which may be obtained to any
required order of precision from the tabular differences of a and à in the
ephemerides.
From the general differential relations in the astronomical triangle, the
rates of motion in azimuth and zenith distance are
dA
_ cos φ sin h dà
I
,
sin z — = ±cos q cos ô H
dh
sin z
dh
dz
. λ
dô
— = —cos Ψφ sin A ψ cos a — ,
dh
dh
where the upper signs are for the "northern hemisphere, A is reckoned from
north through east up to 360° in both hemispheres, and dh = dr — d& =
3609s.86 — Δα per hour of mean time.
The tangent of the angle that the direction of the diurnal motion makes
with the horizon is accordingly, neglecting the square of dô/dh,
dz

,

A

ô

* dd

= ±tan q — sec q sec o — ,
sin z dA
dh
where the upper sign is for h < 12h in the northern hemisphere, and for
h > 12h in the southern hemisphere. The second term is the change produced
in tan q by the motion in declination, and therefore the change in q is
- s e c àidôjdh) = -0.26 sec ô M,
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where Δ<5 is in seconds of arc per hour, and the coefficient 0.26 =
15 x 3600 x sin 1".
A celestial body consequently reaches its maximum altitude as it crosses
the meridian only if its declination is remaining constant. The term culmination is commonly used as a synonym for meridian passage, and is extended to
both of the diurnal meridian transits by distinguishing between upper and
lower culmination. Strictly speaking, however, culmination is the passage
through the point of greatest altitude in the diurnal path; and a body that
is moving in declination does not in general reach either its greatest or its
algebraically least altitude precisely at meridian transit. With increasing
declination, upper culmination in the northern hemisphere occurs after
meridian passage. From the equation for dz/dh, the motion in altitude
vanishes at an hour angle ΔΑ given by
sin Δ/ι = (tan φ — tan δ cos ΔΛ) — ,
dh
or, when ΔΑ is small,
(Ahf =

φ> 0

^ (tan φ - tan 0),
Ψ
15 x 1296000 sin 1"

where Δδ is the daily variation in declination at the instant. For the Sun, at
the times of the equinoxes, Ah amounts to about ±15 s tan φ. At sufficiently
high latitudes, the Sun may culminate at any azimuth—even due north in a
small region around the pole.
A motion in declination varies the azimuth of the rising and setting points
by an amount which, from the differential expression for dô in the astronomical
triangle, with dz = άφ = 0 and z = 90°, is
A 4 -

dd

cos <p sin h
dô
±cos φ(1 - tanV tan2<5)1/2

it is directed toward the north when the declination is increasing. Similarly,
from the differential expression for dh9 the accompanying variation in hour
angle at rising or setting is
cos δ

=

S

φ > 0, +

^dA.

cos2(5

For example, the daily change in the azimuth of the Sun at rising and
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setting is 15 Δί cos2o cosec φ minutes of arc, where Δ/ is the daily change in
the time of rising or setting in minutes of time.
Neglecting second-order effects, the effects of the actual motion on the
inclination of the apparent diurnal path may be added to the effects of
refraction and parallax. Putting
z' = z — k tan z + π sin z,
where z is the geocentric value of the geometric zenith distance, k the
coefficient of refraction, and π the horizontal parallax, we have
dz'
sin z' dA

dz 1 —fcsec2z sin 1" + π cos z sin 1"
sin z dA 1 — k sin 1" + π cos z sin 1"
= ±tang[l — k tan2z sin 1"],

where q is the geocentric value of the geometric angle of inclination; to the
first order, the parallax has no effect. The amount added to q by refraction
and parallax is therefore —k sin q cos q tan2z; and adding the effect of the
motion over the celestial sphere,
q' = q — k sin q cos q tan2z — sec à{dàjdh).
The rate of motion in the apparent diurnal path is given, to the first order,
by
dz'
= cos (5{1 — fc(sec2z — cos2# tan2z) + π cos z};
sin q' dh
to this order, it is not affected by the change in declination.
Since the stars have no appreciable geocentric parallax, the entire amount of
the variation in right ascension and declination of the Sun, Moon, and
planets from the variation of the parallax during the diurnal motion produces
an apparent motion relative to the stars, which combines directly with the
geocentric motion d<x./dt9 db\dt. To the first order

(IL» = l [(aob8 - a)+a

,
. dh
e
sin 7Γ cos w sec o cos h — ,
Ψ
dt
dt
(dô\
do
.
, . χ . udh
—I =
sin π cos w sin o sin h — ;
Wobs
dt
dt makes with the
and the angle J that the apparent path among the stars
=

den
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parallel of declination is given by

=

_
"

(cos ô da)obs
(do/dtUs
(cos ô d<xldt)obs
(Δό)" - (15 sin 1" cos ç ? y sin δ sin h(Mf
15 cos ό(Δα)8 - (15 sin 1" cos ç>>" cos /ι(ΔΛ)8 '

in which ΔΑ = 3609s.86 — Δα8, and Δό, Δα are the hourly variations of the
geocentric coordinates. The position angle of the direction of motion,
reckoned from north through east, counterclockwise as seen by an observer
on the surface of the Earth, is 90° — / .
This expression may also be obtained immediately from the formulas of
the Besselian theory of eclipses and occultations. A rectangular coordinate
system is defined by taking the center of the Earth as origin, and the line from
the center of the Earth toward a point (a, ô) on the celestial sphere as the
positive Z-axis (Fig. 27); in the plane through the center of the Earth
perpendicular to the Z-axis, known as the fundamental plane, the intersection
with the plane of the equator is taken as the Z-axis, positive toward the east,

FIG. 27. Diurnal motion of a moving object.
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and the positive Y-axis is toward the north. When the Moon is near the
point (a, ô)9 the position angle 90° — / of the direction of motion at this
point, in terms of the rates of change x and y' of the coordinates x and y of
the Moon, and the rates of change ξ' and η of the corresponding coordinates
of the observer, is given by
~ ξ ,
/ - V'
in which sin(90° - / ) has the sign of the numerator, dhjdt = (0.26252 - Δα> )
radians/hr, and
x1 = (1/77/15 cos ^ ( Δ α ^ ,
tan(90° - J) =

X

/ = (1S)"(A<5/,
ξ' = p cos φ' cos h(dh/dt),
η' = p cos φ' sin ô sin h(dhjdt).
The large parallax and rapid motion of the Moon can produce striking
effects. The inclination in declination of the geocentric path of the Moon J0
is a maximum at the celestial equator, where it can reach about 28°; the
geocentric motions are then dcn/dt = n cos J0, döjdt = n sin J0, where n is the
rate of motion in orbital longitude, which averages 0°.55/hr, and tan/ 0 =
{ddjdt)j(doLJdt). Under these conditions, when the Moon is on the meridian
at Washington, taking π = 1° and dhjdt = 14°.3/hr, the angle J is about
41°.5, an increase over the geocentric value, from parallax, of 13°.5.
Under extreme conditions, even the very slight parallax of the Sun can
cause effects of appreciable magnitude. For example, at the geographic
poles, where the celestial equator coincides with the horizon, the depression
of the Sun at the horizon by the amount of the horizontal parallax delays
the rising and advances the setting by the interval of time required for the
Sun to move over an arc of the ecliptic of length 8".80 cosec e, which at the
mean rate of 3548" per day requires 3m.6 cosec e. The total increase in
the time during which the Sun remains below the horizon is therefore
about 7m cosec € or 18 minutes.
The Apparent Motions in Hour Angle

The motions of the celestial bodies in hour angle are of especial importance,
both because they are the basis of the practical empirical measures of time,
and because they constitute nearly the whole of the motions which must be
followed by astronomical instruments when individual objects are being
examined.
The determination of the time of rising or setting, culmination, or other
particular stage in the diurnal circuit of a celestial body, requires first the
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calculation of the hour angle of the body at the instant of the phenomenon,
and second the determination of the time at which this hour angle is reached.
The hour angle that is required for this purpose is the geometric hour angle
in the diurnal circuit, which may differ from the apparent hour angle, since
the apparent motion in hour angle is not the same as the geometric motion
due to the rotation of the celestial sphere. For example, at apparent rising
or setting
cos h = —tan φ tan δ + sec φ sec ô cos z,
in which for a star ô is the apparent declination but z is the geometric zenith
distance of the apparent position, z = 90° + (refraction at horizon), and h
therefore is not the apparent hour angle of the rising or setting point. For the
Sun or Moon, ô is the apparent geocentric declination of the center of
the disk, and z = 90° + refraction + semidiameter — parallax, although in
the case of the Sun the parallax may be neglected. The determination of the
time at which the hour angle h is reached by a particular celestial body depends
upon the relation between the geometric diurnal motion of this body in hour
angle, and the diurnal motion of the body which defines the standard of time
that is being used.
In the case of the Sun, its hour angle gives the apparent solar measure of
time directly, and either apparent solar time or mean solar time may be
found from the other by the equation of time. The equation of time may be
characterized either as the arc of the equator between the mean sun and the
declination circle of the actual Sun, or as the time of meridian passage of
the actual Sun. Similarly, the times of meridian passage of the Moon and
planets may be regarded as the equations of the lunar and planetary times
defined by their diurnal motions in hour angle, since these times of meridian
passage are likewise the arcs of the equator between the mean sun and the
declination circles of the Moon and planets. This equation of time for the
Moon and planets has been used as the basis of some navigational almanacs,
and it is a useful means of obtaining the mean solar time t at which a given
hour angle is reached. The times of transit tm may be found for any longitude
by interpolating the times of Greenwich transit tabulated in the national
ephemerides; at hour angle A,
t = tm + h
in which t is interpolated to the value of A by means of the tabular differences
The mean time may also be found by conversion of the sidereal time which
is given directly by the relation
T = h + a.
Since the coordinates of the body are required for calculating the hour
angle, successive approximation is necessary in the case of moving objects.
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For example, approximate times of rising and setting may be found from the
time of meridian transit and the time equivalent of the semidiurnal arc
calculated from the declination at transit; the hour angle calculated from
the declination interpolated to this approximate time gives a second
approximation.
Because of the continual eastward motion of the Sun in longitude over the
rotating celestial sphere, its rate of motion in hour angle is slower than the
diurnal motion of the equinox, and the interval between consecutive meridian
passages is longer. The amount of the difference varies through the year
because of the inclination of the ecliptic to the equator; but during the course
of one complete circuit of the Sun in longitude, the number of meridian
transits of the Sun is exactly one less than the meridian transits of the
equinox. The number of apparent solar days in the tropical year is consequently one less than the number of sidereal days, and the average ratio of
the solar day to the sidereal day is 366.2422/365.2422 = 1.0027 3791. The
mean amount 0d.00273791 = 3m568.56 of the difference between the solar
and the sidereal day is the rate per day at which time measured by the mean
diurnal motion of the equinox gains on time measured by the diurnal motion
of the mean sun; it is sometimes referred to as the acceleration of the
equinox, or acceleration of the fixed stars.
For any object which moves along or near the ecliptic, the retardation or
advance in the times of the diurnal phenomena may be expressed directly in
terms of the relations of the ecliptic system to the horizon system. For
example, at sunrise or sunset, neglecting the latitude of the Sun,
sin T cos € + cos τ cot λ + sin € tan φ = 0,
in which τ is the sidereal time; and by differentiating this relation, the daily
sidereal retardation, in terms of the amplitude ζ and the inclination B' of the
ecliptic to the horizon, is
,
cosec λ cos T
A
A,
Δτ = + - —
Δλ
:
sin λ cos € cos T — sin T cos λ
= — sec ζ cosec λ cos τ Δλ
= +sec ζ sin Β' sec φ Δλ,
in which sin B' = —cos τ cos φ/sin A, and sin ζ = sin <5/cos φ. This is the
direct measure of the retardation due to the motion of the body alone;
in mean time, the retardation is 3m.9 smaller.
For the purpose of making precise observations on a celestial body, either
visually or photographically, that extend over any appreciable interval of
time, it is necessary to devise means for keeping the image within the field of
view of the instrument, or in a fixed position on the photographic plate.
The classical method of counteracting the apparent motion in hour angle
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is by means of the clock-driven equatorial mounting, by which the instrument is rotated around an axis that is parallel to the axis of rotation of the
Earth, at a rate equal and opposite to the rate of rotation of the Earth,
corrected if necessary for the departure of the apparent motion in hour angle
of the particular body under observation from this rate. Any further
apparent motion of the object is followed by manually adjusting the telescope.
In photographic observations, especially of moving objects, a motor-driven
plate-carrier may be used in addition to, or instead of, driving the telescope
mounting, in order to follow the apparent motion completely except for the
irregularities of seeing.
When a plate is moved at a uniform rate along a straight track, the error of
position at the end of time t, relative to the actual geometric motion of the
celestial sphere is, from (93), with t expressed in minutes of time,

=

tfCOS(pCOSOCOSA(l5x60"Ysinl"

sin z
= (1".96 cos φ cos ô cosec z cos A)t2.

The determination of precise relative positions by measurements on a
photographic plate requires taking into account the differences in the effects
of refraction, aberration, and parallax on the different objects. When these
differences are great enough to produce appreciably different diurnal motions,
or when different objects have greatly different actual motions on the
celestial sphere, a difficult problem is encountered in devising means to
counteract the apparent motions of all the objects simultaneously. In
particular, the rapid and complex apparent motion of the Moon relative to
the stars, together with the great brightness and size of the disk, prevented
the application of photography to the determination of the position of the
Moon until the development of the ingenious special moon camera devised
by Markowitz in 1952.*
For observations which require a telescope that is fixed in position, an
auxiliary instrument may be used to direct the light from a celestial body into
the stationary telescope. A commonly used instrument for this purpose is
the coelostat, which consists of a plane mirror rotating about a diameter that
is mounted parallel to the axis of the Earth (see Fig. 28). The normal to
the surface of the mirror intersects the celestial sphere in a point M which is
always on the equator. By the laws of reflection, a ray incident on the mirror
from a celestial object 5, at an angle i with the normal, is reflected at an equal
* See W. Markowitz, Astr. Jour. 59, 69-73 (1954).
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FIG. 28. Principle of the coelostat.

angle, and the reflected ray lies in the plane of the incident ray and the normal ;
5, M, and the point T toward which the reflected ray is directed, therefore lie
on a great circle, with SM = MT = /, and the point Tis at the same distance
from the equator as S. To keep the reflected ray constantly in the same
direction, it is necessary and sufficient that the normal to the mirror remain
continually parallel to the bisector of the angle between the fixed direction
and the incident ray. Denoting the hour angle of M by hM, and the hour
angle of T by H9 we have hM — h = H — hM, or hM = \(h + H); and the
condition H = const, therefore requires dhMjdt = \ dh/dt, i.e., the mirror
must be rotated at half the angular rate of the diurnal motion of the object
that is being observed.
The position in which the fixed telescope is mounted is represented by the
azimuth A and zenith distance z of T. To observe an object at declination δ,
the coordinates of T must satisfy the relation — sin ô = sin φ cos z +
cos φ sin z cos A. For example, if it is desired to mount the telescope
horizontally, z = 90° and A is obtained by cos A = — sin ô sec <p9 ô + φ <
90°. The angle i in general should be kept fairly small, in order that
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cos / > (diameter of objective)/(diameter of mirror), which is the condition
that the objective be filled by the reflected beam.
Secondary mirrors and other elaborations are often added for special
purposes or for general convenience. When the instrument is specifically
designed to direct the beam toward the southern arc of the horizon, it is
known as a siderostat; when toward the northern arc of the horizon, a
heliostat.
The Diurnal Motions of Shadows Cast by the Sun

The motion of the Sun in hour angle and altitude is graphically delineated
by the variations in the directions and lengths of shadows during the course
of the day, especially the shadow of an upright rod. Observation of the
shadows at any instant enables the hour angle and the altitude of the Sun to
be determined. This principle was applied in very remote ages to the practical
determination of time by means of the sundial, and to many astronomical
measurements by means of observations with the gnomon, which was one of
the principal astronomical instruments in ancient times. The astronomer
today is occasionally called upon in legal cases to determine, from the shadows
shown in a photograph, the time at which the picture was taken.
The shadow cast on a horizontal plane by a vertical rod extends from the
base of the rod to the point where a line from the Sun to the top of the rod
intersects the plane. When refraction, parallax, semidiameter, and the
motion of the Sun on the celestial sphere are neglected, this line generates a
circular cone during each diurnal circuit of the Sun, with the vertex at the
top of the rod and the axis parallel to the axis of the Earth. One nappe of
this cone intersects the celestial sphere in the diurnal circle; the intersection
of the other nappe with the horizontal plane is the locus of the extremity of
the shadow.
The elements of the cone make an angle 90° — ό@ with the axis; and the
axis makes an angle with the horizontal plane equal to the latitude φ.
Consequently, at latitudes less than 90° — <5@, where the Sun is below the
horizon during part of its circuit, the path of the shadow is a hyperbola.
At latitude 90° — (5@, where the midnight Sun is on the horizon, the path is a
parabola; and at greater latitudes, where the Sun remains above the horizon
during its entire circuit, the path is an ellipse.
In the Torrid and Temperate Zones, the paths during the northern spring
and summer are hyperbolas concave to the north; at either equinox the
path is a straight line, and throughout the northern autumn and winter the
hyperbolas are concave to the south. In the Frigid Zones, on the days when
the Sun is above the horizon only part of the day, the path is a hyperbola.
The path of the shadow at the pole is a special case of the elliptical path;
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it is a circle, with a radius that decreases from infinity at the equinox to a
minimum at the solstice, then increases to infinity again at the following
equinox.
A vertical gnomon is not well adapted for the purpose of indicating
apparent solar time by receiving a shadow on a dial graduated to show the
hour angle, because the direction in which the shadow extends outward in
space from a vertical rod depends upon the declination of the Sun as well as
upon the hour angle. In a sundial, therefore, the gnomon, instead of being
vertical, is ordinarily inclined toward the elevated pole, at an angle with the
horizontal equal to the latitude, and is
consequently parallel to the axis of the
Earth. The shadow extends away from the
gnomon in a direction depending only on
the hour angle of the Sun, and at a given
hour angle the shadow always falls in the
same place on a dial that is in any fixed N
position relative to the gnomon. On a dial
that is perpendicular to the gnomon, and
therefore parallel to the plane of the
equator, the shadow moves virtually uniformly around the gnomon, and the hour
lines are uniformly spaced at angles of 15°.
FlG 2 9 P r i n c i p l e o f t h e s u n d i a l
If the dial is in any other position, with the
pole D of its plane at north polar distance p and west hour angle k (Fig. 29),
its plane intersects the celestial sphere in a great circle ST everywhere 90°
from D\ the point S at the intersection of this circle with the great circle
through D and the celestial pole P is called the substyle, and the arc SP =
90° — p is called the height of the style. For a west hour angle h of the Sun,
the position of the hour line on the dial is represented by SH = 0, which is
found from the triangle PDT by
tan Θ = cos p tan(A — k).
For a horizontal dial (Fig. 30), D is at the zenith Z; and therefore k = 0,
p = 90° - φ and
tan 0 = sin φ tan h.
The angle 0 is the arc of the horizon from the north or south point to the
intersection with the vertical circle through the foot of the hour circle. In
terms of the length MS of the base of the style, and the length from M to the
point R where the hour line crosses the east-west line, numerically tan 0 =
MR)MS since x = 180° — 0, or MR = MS sin φ tan h. From this relation,
the hour lines SR may be constructed graphically, by taking MO = MS sin φ
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FIG. 30. Horizontal sundial.
and laying off from O the successive angles h = 15°, 30°, 45°, . . . on either
side of MS to determine the points R on the east-west line. At the points
determined by this construction, MRjMO = tan A; i.e., they are the points
at which MR has the required value MS sin φ tan h.
The statement is often made in popular literature that when the Sun is
visible the direction of the south point may be found by means of a watch by
holding the watch horizontal and with the hour hand pointing toward the
direction of the Sun, when the line midway between the hour hand and the
number 12 will be directed due south; but from the foregoing discussion of
the principles of the sundial, it is evident that this rule is often greatly in
error, especially in low latitudes where it sometimes fails completely. Were
the watch held face up parallel to the plane of the equator and set to local
time, the method would be correct in the northern hemisphere except for the
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effect of the equation of time, since at noon the hour hand, which makes two
revolutions in 24 hours, would be at the number 12 and pointing south when
directed toward the Sun, and at any later time would have moved through
twice as great an angle as the Sun; but when the watch is horizontal, the rule
is at best only a more or less close approximation, the degree of accuracy
depending upon circumstances. For example, at latitude 51°.5, the error at
4 P.M. on June 21 is 23°, but at 4 P.M. on March 21 it is less than 6°. As an
extreme example, at any point in latitude 0°, on the days when the Sun
passes through the zenith it is due east until noon and due west all afternoon.
The shadows of objects in general can be outlined for architectural or other
purposes, and their diurnal and seasonal variations determined, by projecting
selected points of the objects along a straight line directed toward the altitude
and azimuth of the Sun. Conversely, the date and time of day may be
determined by measuring the distance and azimuth of a point of the shadow
from the position vertically below the point of the object casting the shadow.
If an object that shows a shadow in a photograph cannot subsequently be
located for the purpose of obtaining the necessary measurements, it may be
possible to apply the principle that on a given date the angle formed by a
vertical dropped from an object, and the line from the object to the shadow,
projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, depends only on the
time of day. By measuring the altitudes and azimuths of several points
shown in the photograph, from the point where the photograph was taken,
the altitude and azimuth of the object casting the shadow may be determined
from its position in the photograph relative to the measured objects; the
relative position of the shadow then gives the altitude and azimuth of the Sun,
and therefore the time.*
Duration of Twilight

During an interval of time before sunrise and after sunset, the atmosphere
above the surface of the Earth is still illuminated; the scattering of sunlight
in all directions by the air within the illuminated region, and the consequent
sky brightness, give illumination at the surface of the Earth within the
geometrical shadow of the Earth. As the depression of the Sun increases,
and the extent of the sunlit region of the atmosphere decreases, the sky
brightness and surface illumination gradually become less, until complete
darkness sets in except for starlight or moonlight.
The duration of twilight depends upon latitude, time of year, and height
above sea level. The ending of evening twilight or the beginning of morning
twilight is an indefinite phenomenon, but as nearly as can be determined the
* See, e.g., W. F. Meyer and C. D. Shane, The determination of time from shadows
shown on a photograph. Pub. Astr. Soc. Pac. 48, 90-96 (1936).
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Sun must be 18° below the horizon before no part of the atmosphere within
the view of the observer is illuminated; however, the illumination becomes
so faint long before the Sun is this far below the horizon that it is practically
imperceptible. A depression of 6° has come to be generally accepted as the
limit to which the natural illumination in good weather conditions remains
sufficient for terrestrial objects to be clearly distinguished and for ordinary
outdoor operations to be carried on; the brightest stars are then becoming
visible. The period between this limit and sunrise or sunset is known as civil
twilight', the period which extends to a depression of 18° is called astronomical
twilight. A depression of 12° is the limit at
which nautical twilight begins and ends;
normally, the general outlines of surface objects
are still visible, but the horizon is indistinct,
all the navigational stars are visible, and
detailed operations are impossible without
artificial light.
The interval of time required for the center of
the disk of the Sun to reach a geometric depression of amount Δ after sunset, or to reach
the horizon from this depression before sunrise,
FIG. 31. Duration of twilight. i s measured by the geometric hour angle
h = h0 ± T at this depression, where h0 is the
geometric hour angle on the horizon; therefore from Fig. 31
—cos h = sin Δ sec φ sec ô + tan φ tan ό,
or, putting H = 90° - φ + ô,
sin2|(/io ± τ) =

sinj(H + A) cosjjH - A)
COS ψCOS Ô

The point of the celestial sphere which is at the zenith Z when the Sun is at
depression A, and the point Z' which is at the zenith when the Sun is on the
horizon, form a triangle with the celestial pole in which the angle at the pole
is T. Neglecting the slight motion of the Sun during the time that the sphere
rotates through the hour angle τ, the triangle formed by Z' and the pole
with the Sun at depression A is the same triangle formed by Z and the pole
with the Sun on the horizon. Therefore
cos ZZ' = sin2ç> + cos2<p cos r
= cos A cos(q — <7o),
where q and q0 are the parallactic angles; and putting cos τ = 1 — 2 sin 2 |r,
sin \τ —

1 — cos A cos(g — q0)
2 cos2<p
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Consequently, τ is a minimum when q0 = q; i.e., when Z' is in the same
vertical circle as the Sun. The minimum value is given by sin \τ =
sin |A/cos φ, and the sum of the azimuths of the Sun on the horizon and at
depression Δ is 180°. At the minimum, for Δ = 18°, τ = 12h at φ = 8Γ and
ô = — 9°; no proper minimum exists for greater values of ô or greater
values of φ.

